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Abstract—Time synchronization is a fundamental requirement for the wide spectrum of applications with wireless sensor networks

(WSNs). However, most existing time synchronization protocols are likely to deteriorate or even to be destroyed when the WSNs are

attacked by malicious intruders. This paper is concerned with secure time synchronization for WSNs under message manipulation

attacks. Specifically, the theoretical analysis and simulation results are first provided to demonstrate that the maximum consensus

based time synchronization (MTS) protocol would be invalid under message manipulation attacks. Then, a novel secured maximum

consensus based time synchronization (SMTS) protocol is proposed to detect and invalidate message manipulation attacks.

Furthermore, we prove that SMTS is guaranteed to converge with simultaneous compensation of both clock skew and offset. Extensive

numerical results show the effectiveness of our proposed protocol.

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, time synchronization, cyber physical security, maximum consensus

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

TIME synchronization is crucial for many applications,
e.g., event detection, speed estimating, environment

monitoring, etc., in wireless sensor networks (WSNs), as
these applications need that all sensor nodes have a com-
mon time reference [1]. Moveover, the time synchronization
also provides the possibility to schedule the sensor activa-
tion for energy conservation [2]. Different protocols have
been developed for time synchronization of WSNs in vari-
ous scenarios, e.g., [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

However, until recently, cyber physical security in
WSNs is becoming a hot while challenging research area
[10], [11], [12]. Due to the small-size as well as low-cost
requirement of sensor nodes, the present hardware and
software in WSNs are quite vulnerable to various mali-
cious cyber physical attacks. There are mainly two kinds
of attacks [19], [21]. One is to attack the sensor nodes
directly. Due to limited resources, current battery pow-
ered sensor nodes are prone to various failure and mal-
functions. Besides, they may also be easily compromised
by adversaries as to generate false messages [22]. The
other is to attack the communication links as the wireless
media are shared among nodes at the dedicated frequen-
cies, which are vulnerable to attacks such as congestion,
eavesdropping, falsification, and injection. Thus, it is sig-
nificant and challenging to guarantee the WSNs perfor-
mance against such cyber physical attacks [14], [24].

Especially, cyber physical attacks to network time syn-
chronization may incur data disordering, unsynchronized
task execution and duty-cycling, and even malfunctions,
which will degrade the whole network performance. For
instance, in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, its medium access
control (MAC) protocol often requires sensor nodes to
maintain a common time frame as well as a common unit
time slot. Attacks that break such synchronization may
increase interferences, packet collisions, and communica-
tion delay. Therefore, secure time synchronization becomes
a critical requirement for WSN in order to provide the
secured system services.

Consensus based time synchronization protocols are
developed to overcome the shortages of traditional time
synchronization protocols in terms of increasing the robust-
ness and accuracy of synchronization [6], [7], [8]. Unlike the
traditional time synchronization protocols, consensus based
time synchronization protocols remove the tree topology
requirement and do not rely on any specific sensor node as
they are completely distributed. Meanwhile, as pointed in
[6], the consensus based protocols can obtain more accurate
synchronized clocks between neighbor nodes than
traditional tree-based protocols. Specifically, Schenato and
Fiorentin [7] propose an average time-sync (ATS) protocol,
which consists of two averaging consensus algorithms.
Nevertheless, it generally requires a large amount of data
exchanges and the converging speed may be quite slow
when the network size grows large. To this end, a maximum
consensus based time synchronization protocol (MTS) is
proposed in [8]. It has been shown that MTS converges
faster than ATS. Meanwhile, these consensus based proto-
cols are able to compensate both clock skew and offset
simultaneously. Unfortunately, since neither ATS nor MTS
has considered the security problem under cyber physical
attacks, both of them will fail to synchronize under message
manipulation attacks.
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In this paper, we would like to develop a secured and
distributed time synchronization protocol, which is able to
achieve fast time synchronization even under the message
manipulation attacks. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no distributed secure time synchronization protocol, which
is able to compensate both clock skew and offset simulta-
neously. The main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

1. The problem of secure time synchronization for
WSNs under Message manipulation attacks is formu-
lated, where both clock skews and offsets are
required to be synchronized.

2. Both theoretical and simulation analysis are pro-
vided to illustrate that the existing MTS would be
invalid under message manipulation attacks. We dis-
cuss the main challenges and opportunities for con-
sensus based time synchronization under message
manipulations.

3. Based on the maximum consensus concept, a novel
secure time synchronization protocol, secured maxi-
mum consensus based time synchronization (SMTS),
is proposed. We propose both hardware clock and
logical clock checking processes as the safeguard
mechanisms, so that it can detect and invalidate the
possible message manipulation attacks. Meanwhile,
we provide the performance analysis of SMTS in
terms of energy cost. Simulated results are con-
ducted to evaluate the effectiveness of SMTS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the problem of secure time synchronization is for-
mulated. Section 3 analyzes the performance of MTS under
message manipulation attacks. We propose the SMTS proto-
col and prove its convergence in Section 4. Simulation
results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 provides the
related works. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a sensor network with n safe nodes and m mali-
cious nodes (attack nodes), where the attack nodes can be
external attackers or in-network nodes compromised by
attackers and assume m < n. Assume that these nþm
nodes have different and unique identity numbers, e.g., the
safe and attack nodes are respectively indexed by 1; 2; . . . ; n
and nþ 1; nþ 2; . . . ; nþm. Each node will only know
whether itself is an attack node without any advanced
knowledge about other nodes. Let GðtÞ ¼ ðV; EðtÞÞ denote
the graph of whole network, where V denotes the set of ver-
texes (nodes) and EðtÞ is the set of communication links.
Similarly, let GaðtÞ ¼ ðVa; EaðtÞÞ and GsðtÞ ¼ ðVs; EsðtÞÞ
denote the graphs composed by the attack nodes and by the
safe nodes, respectively. It is straightforward that
V ¼ Vs [ Va. We assume that GsðtÞ is connected,1 which is a
basic assumption for distributed clock synchronization pro-
tocols [26]. In this paper, we focus on the situation where
the communication delay is ignorable compared with the
broadcasting periods of different nodes. Assume that each

node can set the authenticated message, such that it can be
seen but cannot be modified by other nodes, which is also
used in [19], [25], [27], where a message authentication code
is applied. Table 1 gives some important notations.

2.1 Clock Model

It is widely adopted that the hardware clock reading tiðtÞ of
any node i 2 V at time t can be modeled as the following lin-
ear function, [6], [7], [8],

tiðtÞ ¼ aitþ bi; i 2 V; (1)

where ai is the hardware clock skew which determines the
clock speed and bi is the hardware clock offset. In the ideal
case, ai ¼ 1 and bi ¼ 0. However, practical clocks have differ-
ent skews and offsets in general, i.e., ai 6¼ aj; i 6¼ j.

It has been pointed out that ai and bi cannot be
exactly calculated [7]. However, by comparing the local
clock readings, the hardware clock of node i can also be
expressed as follows:

tiðtÞ ¼
ai
aj

tjðtÞ þ bi �
ai
aj
bj

� �
¼ ajitjðtÞ þ bji; (2)

where aji ¼ ai
aj

is the relative hardware clock skew [8], and
bji ¼ bi � ajibj is the relative hardware clock offset, both of
which can be estimated based on the hardware readings of
node i and j [7].

The relative skew aij is defined as aij ¼
aj
ai

, which is esti-
mated by

aijðt1Þ ¼
tjðt1Þ � tjðt0Þ
tiðt1Þ � tiðt0Þ

; i; j 2 V; (3)

where ðtiðt1Þ; tjðt1ÞÞ and ðtiðt0Þ; tjðt0ÞÞ are the hardware clock
readings of node i and j at time instances t1 and t0, with
t1 > t0. In detail, once node i receives time message tjðt0Þ
from node j, it reads its current clock and temporally stores
ðtiðt0Þ; tjðt0ÞÞ. Clearly if node i receives the time message
tjðt1Þ from node j for the second time, the relative skew aij
can be obtained by (3) directly. After obtaining relative skew
aji, the relative hardware clock offset bji can be obtained from
(2) immediately, i.e., bji ¼ tiðtÞ � ajitjðtÞ.

Since manually adjusting the hardware clock skew or off-
set is nearly infeasible [6], we can define a logical clock LiðtÞ
to replace the hardware clock as follows:

LiðtÞ ¼ âiðtÞtiðtÞ þ b̂iðtÞ ¼ âiðtÞaitþ âiðtÞbi þ b̂iðtÞ;

where âiðtÞ and b̂iðtÞ are two adjusting parameters, which are
used for time synchronization.

TABLE 1
Notation Definitions

1. Note that this assumption can be relaxed as that GsðtÞ is joint con-
nected, which is the same as Assumption 1 [8].
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2.2 Attack Model

Time synchronization protocols in WSNs are vulnerable
to a number of security attacks including, sybil attack,
replay attack, message manipulation attack, delay attack
and Dos attack, etc., [16], [19]. In this paper, we mainly
consider the attack nodes which do not know the iden-
tity of each other and cannot collude. We will only focus
on the message manipulation attack mode, which is
defined as follows.

Message manipulation includes dropping and transmitting
fake synchronization messages. For instance, an attacker
pretends as a safe node and corrupts the synchronization
information, e.g., hardware clock reading and adjusting
parameters, and broadcasts to its neighbor nodes. In this
way, the attack nodes can mislead their neighbor nodes and
damage the synchronization [14], [25].

From the definition of Message manipulation, it fol-
lows that the replay attack, delay attack and fault data
injection attack can also be viewed as the different kinds
of message manipulation. For example, replay attack can
be modelled as adding a negative time to the real mes-
sage, while delay attack can be viewed as adding a delay
to the real message. Since we focus on the maximum
consensus based time synchronization, the information
for nodes communication includes hardware clock read-
ings and adjusting parameters. Thus, we assume that the
attackers has the ability to freely manipulate and broad-
cast the fake hardware clock readings and adjusting
parameters if they decide to attack.

2.3 Problem Setup

For each hardware clock tiðtÞ, there always exists a pair of
ðâi; b̂iÞ, such that

LiðtÞ ¼ âitiðtÞ þ b̂i ¼ tvðtÞ; i 2 V;

where tvðtÞ ¼ avtþ bv is a common clock, and where av and
bv are two constants.

Hence, the goal of traditional time synchronization pro-
tocol is to find ðâi; b̂iÞ for 8i 2 V, such that all nodes’ logical
clocks are equal to the common clock tvðtÞ, and hence
achieve synchronization. However, in this paper, aside
from that all the safe nodes still aim to synchronize their
logical clocks, the attack nodes aim to degrade the time syn-
chronization as much as possible. Therefore, our goal is to
design a clock synchronization protocol to find a pair of
ðâiðkÞ; b̂iðkÞÞ for each safe node i 2 Vs, such that

lim
k!1

âiðkÞai ¼ av;
lim
k!1

âiðkÞbi þ b̂iðkÞ ¼ bv;

8<
:

where k is the iteration of the protocol.

3 MTS UNDER ATTACKS

3.1 MTS Protocol and Message Manipulation

The skew and offset compensation strategies of MTS are
described as follows:

âiðtþÞ ¼ maxfâiðtÞ; aijðtÞâjðtÞg; (4)

b̂iðtþÞ ¼
LjðtÞ � âiðtþÞtiðtÞ; qijðtÞ > 1;

LijmaxðtÞ � âiðtÞtiðtÞ; qijðtÞ ¼ 1;

b̂iðtÞ; qijðtÞ < 1;

8><
>: (5)

where j 2 N i, L
ij
maxðtÞ ¼ maxfLiðtÞ; LjðtÞg, and qijðtÞ is the

ratio of logical clock skews, computed by qijðtÞ ¼
aijðtÞâjðtÞ
âiðtÞ ¼

ajðtÞâjðtÞ
aiðtÞâiðtÞ. From (4) and (5), it can be observed that node i will

select its neighbor node j as the reference node when node j
has larger logical clock skew or has the same logical clock
skew but larger logical clock.

The attacker may manipulate the message in a random
way to destroy the time synchronization. For example, let
node j be the attack node, which broadcasts fake messages
with hardware clock reading tejðtkÞ and logical clock adjust-
ing parameters âejðtkÞ and b̂ejðtkÞ, where the values of these
fake messages can be arbitrarily chosen by node j at each
time tk; k 2 Nþ. Thus, when a safe node i receives such fake
message tej from node j, it will estimate the relative skew
according to

aeijðt1Þ ¼
tejðt1Þ � tejðt0Þ
tiðt1Þ � tiðt0Þ

¼
tejðt1Þ � tejðt0Þ
tjðt1Þ � tjðt0Þ

tjðt1Þ � tjðt0Þ
tiðt1Þ � tiðt0Þ

¼ dejðt1Þaij;

where dejðt1Þ ¼
tjðte1Þ�tjðte0Þ
tjðt1Þ�tjðt0Þ is the value of the fake hardware

clock distance over the true distance between two consecu-
tive communication times. Since the node j is able to change
the value of tejðtÞ freely, it can determine dejðtÞ. Hence, based
on fake messages tej and âej , the skew compensation will be
rewritten as

âiðtþÞ ¼ max
�
âiðtÞ; aeijðtÞâejðtÞ

�
¼ max

�
âiðtÞ; aijdejðtÞâejðtÞ

�
:

(6)

From (6), it follows that both fake messages tej and âej can
directly affect the skew compensation as well as offset
compensation.

3.2 Performance Analysis

Let xðtÞ ¼ ½x1ðtÞ; x2ðtÞ; . . . ; xnðtÞ�T be a vector of the logical
clock skews of all safe nodes at time t, where xiðtÞ ¼ aiâiðtÞ.
By multiplying both sides of (4) and (6) by ai, we have
xiðtþÞ ¼ maxfxiðtÞ; xjðtÞg and xiðtþÞ ¼ maxfxiðtÞ; xejðtÞg for
j 2 Vs and j 2 Va, respectively, where xejðtÞ ¼ ajdejðtÞâejðtÞ.
Consider the following discrete time system for each safe
node i as

xiðkþ 1Þ ¼ maxfxiðkÞ; xjðkÞg; j 2 Vs;
maxfxiðkÞ; xejðkÞg; j 2 Va;

�
(7)

where the state xi represents the logical clock skew of node i.
Then, the following theorem provides a sufficient and neces-
sary condition for the convergence of the discrete time system
(7), where the condition is also sufficient and necessary for
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that the skew compensation can be achieved as xi ¼ aiâi for
each node i.

Theorem 3.1. For the discrete time system (7),

lim
k!1

xðkÞ ¼ c1; (8)

where c is a constant and 1 ¼ ½1; 1; . . . ; 1�T , holds iff. there is
a constant B such that

max
j2Va

�
xejðkÞjk 2 Nþ

�
� B: (9)

Proof. The proof is given in the supplementary file, which
can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at
http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2013.
150. tu
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that if there exist attack

nodes, which are able to make (9) violated, the skew com-
pensation cannot be achieved. In fact, without any modifica-
tion of protocols, each attack node j can break skew
compensation easily. For example, since the hardware clock
checking is not difficult [14], the attacker can set dejðtÞ ¼ 1,
however, it can manipulate âejðtÞ to destroy traditional MTS
without being detected. For instance, if setting

âejðtÞ ¼ âejðt� 1Þ þ 1
t, we have lim

k!1
xejðkÞ ¼ 1; if setting âejðtÞ

equal to the true value plus a positive random number, then
Probflimk!1x

e
jðkÞ ¼ 1g ¼ 1. That is, both of them will

make the maximal clock skew diverged.
In order to show the performance of MTS under message

manipulations, we conduct simulation on a ring network
with 30 nodes. Suppose at the first stage, all the nodes
behave exactly according to the MTS protocol. However, at
time 5, node 10 is compromised by the attacker and will
broadcast â10 þ v10 to its neighbor nodes in the following
communications, where v10 is randomly chosen from the
interval ½0; 0:01�. Let dsðtÞ be the maximum difference
between the logical skews of any two safe nodes, i.e.,
dsðtÞ ¼ maxi;j2VsfxiðtÞ � xjðtÞg. Fig. 1 shows the trajectories
of dsðtÞ. It can be observed that ds will finally vary over an
average value of around 0:1, which further indicates that
the maximal logical clock difference would diverge in an

approximately linear speed with a high probability. Appar-
ently, a single node attack can deteriorate the performance
of MTS in an easy way.

3.3 Design Challenges and Properties

Most of existing time synchronization protocols assume
that all nodes are trustable. However, the existence of
attack nodes requires to design an additional checking
mechanism for preventing the manipulated information.
There do exist some protocols focusing on the checking
mechanism design but only for offset compensation. It
should be pointed out that for pure offset compensation,
each node only requires the neighbor hardware clock
readings, which makes the information checking mecha-
nism easy to be implemented, such as [14] and [15]. The
key idea is to exploit the linearity of hardware clock
readings to design checking mechanism. However, for
the clock model which requires both skew and offset
compensation, the problem becomes much more compli-
cated as more parameters are required, e.g., âi and b̂i.
It increases the difficulty for safe node to detect the
manipulated message, as the attack node i has more
opportunities to attack the network as it can fake either
the hardware clock reading or the parameters âi and b̂i.
Moreover, unlike the hardware clock reading, âi and b̂i
depend on the implemented protocols, which increases
the difficulty of checking mechanism design.

Despite of the challenges discussed above, it is
observed that there are two important properties of MTS
as follows, which can be exploited to design safeguard
mechanisms. First, the hardware clock remains as a lin-
ear function of time t, which still can be utilized to
design a hardware checking process as the safeguard
mechanism of hardware clock. Second, note that in MTS
each node will select the neighbor node with maximum
logical clock as reference. Meanwhile, based on its own
information, given a node i, it can calculate the values of
âjðtÞ and b̂jðtÞ for its neighbor node j when node j selects
node i as the reference node. Thus, âjðtÞ and b̂jðtÞ for
node j can be calculated by one of its neighbor node i
and included in the packet sent from node i. Since the
information can be authenticated with MAC or digital
signature, all nodes cannot modify the information
received from neighbor nodes. This fact can be exploited
to develop a logical clock checking process as the safe-
guard mechanism of logical clock. The details of the
complete secure time synchronization protocol will be
provided in the following section.

4 SECURED MAXIMUM CONSENSUS BASED TIME

SYNCHRONIZATION PROTOCOL: SMTS

In this section, we will provide the details of secured maxi-
mum consensus based time synchronization protocol along
with complete performance analysis. The overall architec-
ture of SMTS is depicted in Fig. 2, which consists of six com-
ponents. Since Message reception and verification, Message
generation and authentication, Message broadcasting are
common components for different protocols, we will focus
on explaining the rest three components in detail as follows.

Fig. 1. Performance of MTS under attack.
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4.1 Safeguard Mechanism of Hardware Clock

The hardware clock checking process, i.e., safeguard mecha-
nism of hardware clock, is introduced as follows.

For 8i; j 2 V, define sijðkÞ as one-step relative skew esti-
mation for node i with respect to node j,

sijðkÞ ¼
tjðtkÞ � tjðtk�1Þ
tiðtkÞ � tiðtk�1Þ

; (10)

where k denotes kth of estimation, tk is the corresponding
real time. The following distributed algorithm RSE is used
to estimate the relative skew of each neighbor pair of
nodes.

Algorithm 1 utilizes the linear clock model to check the
consecutive neighbor hardware readings at each time step,
so that the attacker, if exists, cannot freely change the hard-
ware clock reading for broadcasting.

Note that when measurement noise and communica-
tion delay are ignorable, and each hardware clock skew is
a constant in (1), and thus sijðkÞ ¼

aj
ai

holds for each inte-
ger k, we can set "1 ¼ 0 to the nodes in Algorithm 1. For
an attack node j, in order to avoid being identified by its
neighbor safe nodes, it should ensure that (11) hold for
"1 ¼ 0. Thus, we have sijðkþ 1Þ ¼ sijðkÞ, which yields

tejðtkþ1Þ � tejðtkÞ
tiðtkþ1Þ � tiðtkÞ

¼
tejðtkÞ � tejðtk�1Þ
tiðtkÞ � tiðtk�1Þ

: (12)

Thus, the relative skew aeij at each time step is guaranteed to be
constant.

Note that

aeijðtkÞ ¼
tjðtkÞ � tjðtk�1Þ
tiðtkÞ � tiðtk�1Þ

tejðtkÞ � tejðtk�1Þ
tjðtkÞ � tjðtk�1Þ

¼ aj
ai

tejðtkÞ � tejðtk�1Þ
tjðtkÞ � tjðtk�1Þ

; 8k 2 Nþ;

(13)

which implies that (12) holds iff

tejðtkÞ � tejðtk�1Þ
tjðtkÞ � tjðtk�1Þ

¼ cj; 8k 2 Nþ; (14)

where cj is a constant and satisfies cj ¼
te
j
ðt1Þ�te

j
ðt0Þ

tjðt1Þ�tjðt0Þ. Combining
(14) with (13), it yields aeij ¼ cj

aj
ai
. Since tjðtÞ is a linear func-

tion of real time t, it follows from (14) that tejðtkÞ ¼ cjajtk�
cjajt0 þ tejðt0Þ for 8; k 2 Nþ. Therefore, to avoid being identi-
fied by others, the hardware clock tejðtÞ for each attack node j
broadcast at time t should satisfy

tejðtÞ ¼ aejtþ bej ; 8k 2 Nþ; (15)

where aej ¼ cjaj and bej ¼ tejðt0Þ � cjajt0.
Remark 4.1. The safe nodes will use the incorrect tejðtÞ for

clock updating only when tejðtÞ satisfies (15), which is still
a linear function of real time t. It is common to design a
checking process to avoid the manipulation of hardware
reading by exploring the relative skew estimation, e.g.,
[14]. However, each attack node can still use tejðtÞ to
attack its neighbor nodes such that its neighbor node i
gets incorrect relative skew aeij ¼

ae
j

ai
6¼ aj

ai
, which leads to

that node i updates the logical clock based on incorrect
relative skew and selects tejðtÞ as the reference clock.
Meanwhile, attack node j can decide cj so that aeij
obtained by node i meets its requirement. For example, if
attack node j selects tejðtÞ ¼ cjtjðtÞ to broadcast, where
cj < mini2N j

sjiðkÞ, then its neighbor node i will obtain
aeij which satisfies aeij ¼ cj

aj
ai
¼ cj

sjiðkÞ < 1 for 8i 2 N j.

Remark 4.2. Taking noise, including measurement error,
communication delay and the fluctuation of hardware
clock skews, into consideration, each one-step relative
skew estimation sijðkÞ will fluctuate and not equal to a
constant. Fortunately, the fluctuation of sijðkÞ caused by
the noise is usually small as the fluctuation of these
noises are generally small, e.g., the variance of communi-
cation delay is about 10�8 [28]. Hence, we can set a
small positive constant "1 in (11), such that the fluctua-
tion of sijðkÞ caused by these noises is bounded by "1 (see
Example 4.3 as illustration). Under the constrains of (11),
by similarly analysis as the above ideal case (noises are
ignored), the hardware clock readings received from
neighbor nodes is an approximately linear function,
which can restrain the attack nodes from freely modify-
ing hardware clock reading to attack. However, the syn-
chronization accuracy is affected by the noises, the
detailed analysis will be given in simulation section.

Example 4.3. Assume that the common broadcast period of
all nodes is T and the hardware clock reading for each
node i broadcast satisfies

tiðtÞ ¼ aitþ bi þ aiuiðtÞ; (16)

Fig. 2. Overall architecture of SMTS.
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where aiuiðtÞ satisfied juiðtÞj � "
2 is used to model the noise.

For 8i; j 2 Vs, substituting (16) into (10), it follows that
aj
ai
T�"
Tþ" � sijðkÞ �

aj
ai
Tþ"
T�", and thus have jsijðkÞ � sijð1Þj <

aj
ai

4"T
T2�"2. Hence, we can set "1 ¼ amax

amin
4"T
T2�"2 for (11), where

amax ¼maxi2Vai and amin ¼ mini2Vai.

4.2 Safeguard Mechanism of Logical Clock

This section describes the logical clock checking process,
i.e., safeguard mechanism of logical clock. For simplifying
the statements, in this section, âiðtÞ and b̂iðtÞ and aijðtÞ are
replaced by âi and b̂i and aij for i; j 2 V, respectively.

Note that if a node j selects node i’s logical clock as the
reference clock, the âj and b̂j used for the updates of node j
should satisfy respectively

âj ¼
âi
aij

(17)

and

b̂j ¼ âitiðt0Þ þ b̂i � âjtjðt0Þ; (18)

where tiðt0Þ and tjðt0Þ are obtained in Algorithm 1. Thus,
node i can calculate âj and b̂j respectively by using (17) and
(18) based on the information held by itself. This fact is
exploited to develop the logical clock checking process for
SMTS. Before broadcasting, each node will authenticate the
information so that all its neighbors can only read. Specifi-
cally, with the localized encryption and authentication proto-
col in [20], [23], each node will only share the reading key,
which prevents neighbor nodes to manipulate the message.

Before presenting the details of logical clock checking
process, we would like to first briefly define the communi-
cation format among sensor nodes. Define ��ij ¼ ½��ijð1Þ; ��ij
ð2Þ� as the authenticated message which is created by node i
and used for broadcasting to its neighbor node j, where
��ijð1Þ ¼ âj and ��ijð2Þ ¼ b̂j are obtained from (17) and (18).
In order to run the logical clock checking process, let the
packet for node i broadcasting should include ��ij and ��li,
where ��li is the message received from a neighbor node l by
node i, and ��lið1Þ and ��lið2Þ are respectively equal to the
current adjusting parameters used for the node i’s logical
clock. If node i has not yet updated its logical clock based
on ��li for 8l 2 N i and l 6¼ i, let ��li ¼ ��ii ¼ ½1; 0� and use ��ii
for broadcasting, i.e., ��li ¼ ½1; 0� for l ¼ i.

Now, the key step of logical clock checking process is
provided, which prevents the attack node i from freely
using incorrect âi and b̂i to attack. That is, when node j
receives the information from node i and selects node i’s
logical clock as the reference clock, it checks whether the fol-
lowing two equations hold true or not,

j��ijð1Þ � ��lið1Þajij � "2; (19)

where "2 � 0, and

j��ijð2Þ þ ��ijð1Þtjðt1Þ � ��lið1Þtiðt1Þ � ��lið2Þj � "3; (20)

where tiðt1Þ and tjðt1Þ are also obtained in Algorithm 1
and "3 � 0. Note that ��lið1Þ ¼ âi, ��ljð2Þ ¼ âj, ��ijð1Þ ¼ âj
and ��ijð2Þ ¼ b̂j are obtained from (17) and (18). Each aij is
estimated by (10). Substituting these equations into the left

sides of both (19) and (20) yields two functions of tiðtÞ,
tjðtÞ and âi. We thus can calculate the lower and upper
bound of these two functions when the noise model and
bound are given. Then, we can select suitable "2 and "3 for
(19) and (20), respectively.

Since the noises are omitted, we set "2 ¼ "3 ¼ 0 for
(19) and (20). When the above two equations are both
true, node j will trust the node i; otherwise, node i will
be thought as an attacker by the node j. Note both (19)
and (20) hold iff. the parameters âi and b̂i used in (17)
and (18) satisfy âi ¼ ��lið1Þ and b̂i ¼ ��lið2Þ (where ��li
should satisfy ��ii ¼ ½1; 0� for l ¼ i). Meanwhile, the right
sides of both (19) and (20) cannot be modified by the
node i as ��li is authenticated by neighbor node l and
tiðt1Þ should have passed the hardware clock checking
process. Thus, (19) and (20) guarantee that the ��ij created
by an attack node i for transmitting to node j cannot be
freely decided by node i itself.

From the above, the logical clock checking process guar-
antees that node j updates it logical clock based on correct
��ij, which is received and created by the neighbor node i.
Therefore, logical clock checking process designed for
SMTS ensures that all safe nodes will not use incorrect
adjusting parameters for clock updates.

4.3 SMTS Protocol

In SMTS, after the received messages pass the hardware
clock and logical clock checking processes, the nodes will
update their logical clock based on MTS. The details of
SMTS are introduced as follows.

For energy saving, node i will broadcast only when it
finds that there is at least one qij satisfying qij > 1 for
j 2 N i. Assume that nodes j and l are in N i, where node l is
the current reference node of node i. The detailed SMTS is
depicted in Algorithm 2.
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Remark 4.4. In SMTS, âi and b̂i of node i for broadcast-
ing cannot be modified by itself due to that they are
obtained from a neighbor node l and included in the
authenticated message. Meanwhile, based on equa-
tions (19) and (20), the neighbor node j can detect
whether the node i transmits correct âj and b̂j to it or
not, which helps the safe node to avoid using incor-
rect parameters to adjust logical clock. The checking
process will only be valid when node i can estimate
the âj and b̂j of each neighbor node j based on its cur-
rent âi and b̂i without the knowledge of the adjusting
parameters of node j, which is indeed a key character-
istic of maximum consensus concept.

Remark 4.5. For SMTS, due to the hardware clock and
logical clock checking process, each attack node j can
successfully attack its safe neighbors only by one
incorrect tejðtÞ with constant aej and bej . Once the attack
node j has used more than one different tejðtÞ or incor-
rect adjusting parameters to attack the safe nodes, it
will be detected and isolated by the safe neighbor
nodes, which means that all these attacks are invalid.
Thus, we say all attack nodes have finished their
attacks when every attack node j has attacked its
neighbor nodes by one linear tejðtÞ.

4.4 Convergence Analysis

Note that SMTS protocol has guaranteed that the hardware
clock tejðtÞ used by a neighbor node i is a linear function of
real time t, and the attack node j cannot manipulate the logi-
cal clock parameters âj and b̂j. Therefore, only the incorrect
hardware clock reading tejðtkÞ can be used by each attack
node j to attack the algorithm, and the tejðtÞ should satisfy
(15). Thus, we just need to analyze the convergence problem
for this situation. Note that the hardware clocks of the
whole network can be described as tiðtÞ ¼ aitþ bi for i 2 Vs
and tejðtÞ ¼ aejtþ bej for j 2 Va.

To achieve the purpose of attack, each attacker will select
tejðtÞ such that aej is larger than all logical clock skews of its
neighbor nodes. Since attackers cannot collude, aej; j 2 Va,
selected by attackers are usually different from each other
and they are also usually different from ai; i 2 Vs. Assume
that aej ðj 2 VaÞ and ai ði 2 VsÞ are different from each other.
Since each attack node j can only use one linear tejðtÞ to
attack to avoid being detected, there are at most mþ n dif-
ferent clocks in the whole network.

Define amax ¼ maxfmaxi2Vsai;maxj2Vaa
e
jg. Assume that

node c; c 2 V, is the node whose hardware clock skew is
equal to amax at time t0, i.e., ac ¼ amax (or aec ¼ amax), and its
hardware clock tvðtÞ satisfies tcðtÞ ¼ actþ bc. Let VcðtÞ be a
subset of Vs, i.e., VcðtÞ � Vs, and the logical clock skew and
offset of each node in VcðtÞ are equal to ac and bc at time t,
respectively. The function fðtÞ denotes the number of node
belonging to the set VcðtÞ at time t, i.e., fðtÞ ¼ jVcðtÞj � 0,
where jVcðtÞj denotes the number of elementals in VcðtÞ.
Since the initial condition satisfies âið0Þ ¼ 1 and b̂ið0Þ ¼ 1
for i 2 V in algorithm SMTS, it follows from the definition
of VcðtÞ that fð0Þ ¼ 1 for c 2 Vs and fð0Þ ¼ 0 for c =2 Vs. In
the remaining parts of this paper, we say two nodes have
the same clock, which means that the clock skew and clock
offset of their logical clock are identical.

Lemma 4.6. fðtÞ ¼ n iff. LiðtÞ ¼ tcðtÞ for 8i 2 Vs.
Proof. The proof is given in the supplementary file, avail-

able online. tu
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that the network Gs is connected and all

attack nodes have finished their attacks before iteration k0

(k0 2 Nþ). By using SMTS, the skew and offset of safe node
i; i 2 Vs; converge to

âiðk0 þ kÞai ¼ ac;
âiðk0 þ kÞbi þ b̂iðk0 þ kÞ ¼ bc;

�
(21)

for 8k � n� 1.

Proof. The proof is given in the supplementary file, avail-
able online. tu

Remark 4.8. According to Theorem 4.7, once there is a
safe node updating its logical clock such that it is
equivalent to the hardware clock of node c at iteration
k0, at iteration k0 þ n� 1 all safe nodes have updated
their logical clocks such that they are the same as the
hardware clock of node c. Hence, if the node c is a
safe node, we obtain that LiðkÞ ¼ tcðtÞ; i 2 Vs, holds
for k � n� 1, which means that the convergence
speed of SMTS is irrelevant to k0 and the attacks of
the attack nodes are ineffective. Meanwhile, only
when the clock skew aej of tej for attack node j attack-
ing at time t is larger than all logical clock skew of
safe nodes, i.e., aej > maxi2Vs âiðtÞai, the attack of node
j may affect the convergence speed of SMTS.

4.5 Communication Energy Cost

Communication energy cost is a major concern for WSN,
which can be roughly estimated by the broadcasting
times throughout the network. In Theorem 4.7, we have
obtained the convergence speed of the algorithm SMTS.
Assume that every broadcast of all the nodes costs the
same amount of energy E and let Ec be the total energy
cost for the synchronization algorithm to convergence.
We omit the detailed analysis of energy cost for authen-
tication process due to the space limitation as it has been
presented in existing literature, e.g., [20].

Note from Theorem 4.7 that SMTS will converge in n� 1
iterations if there is no attack or after one attack, and each
attack node at most can attack the network and destroy the
clock synchronization once. After the convergence has been
reached, each safe node will know that all its neighbor
nodes have the same logical clock after one broadcasts
again, and then it will no longer broadcast information until
it is attacked by the attack nodes. Hence, there are at most
ðmþ 1Þn iterations that all the safe nodes need to broadcast,
which means that the total energy cost of these nodes is at
most Eðmþ 1Þn2. Additionally, for each safe node i, the ini-
tial three broadcasts are used for RSE, which is to estimate
the relative skews, thus each safe node should cost 3E for
RSE, i.e., all safe nodes need 3nE energy cost for RSE before
the iteration starting for SMTS. Hence, we have
Ec � E½ðmþ 1Þn2 þ 3n�. Then, we give an upper bound for
Ec to SMTS as follows:

Ec � E½ðmþ 1Þn2 þ 3n�; (22)

wherem denotes the number of attack nodes.
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Remark 4.9. If there are no attacks in the network, we have
Ec � E½n2 þ 3n�, which is the same as that of MTS. Note
that the upper bound in (22) is an increasing function of
attack node number m, which means that more attacks
will lead to more energy cost for re-synchronization.

5 SIMULATION

Throughout the simulation examples, we set âð0Þ ¼ 1;
b̂ð0Þ ¼ 0 and T ¼ 1, and let each skew ai of the hardware
clock be randomly selected from the interval ½0:8; 1:2� and
the offset bi of node i be randomly selected from the interval
½0; 0:4�. For each iteration k, let dmax and Dmax be variables,
which are measured by the maximum difference of the logi-
cal clocks for safe nodes and all nodes, respectively, and sat-

isfy dmax ¼
maxi;j2VsfLiðkÞ�LjðkÞg

k and Dmax ¼
maxi;j2VfLiðkÞ�LjðkÞg

k .

It is clear that all safe nodes have the same logical clock iff
dmax ¼ 0. All the following simulations are conducted in
Matlab.7:0.

5.1 When Noises are Ignorable

Consider the ring network with 30 nodes, where node 10 is
an attack node, which is the same as the case considered in
Section 3. Assume that node 10 broadcasts the logical skew
adjusting parameter with

â10ðtÞ ¼ â10ðtÞ þ v10ðtÞ; (23)

where the v10 is randomly selected in ½0; 0:01�. Fig. 3a shows
that the logical clock skews of all nodes change over iterations
via SMTS, where the red line is the logical clock skew of node
10. Clearly, all safe node will converge and only the logical
clock skew of node 10 becomes larger at each attack time of
itself, which means that node 10 has been detected by its safe
neighbor nodes. Then, the associate maximum logical clock
differences dmax and Dmax for safe nodes and all nodes are
shown in Fig. 3b, respectively, which again shows that the logi-
cal clocks of safe nodes will converge. Hence, SMTS algorithm
can effectively avoid the message manipulation attacks initi-
ated by the attack node.

Generally, consider a random graph with n ¼ 100 and
m ¼ 5, which means that there are 100 safe nodes and five
attack nodes in the network. Let these nodes be randomly
deployed in an 100	 100 square meter area and the maxi-
mum communication range of each node is 20 meter. Let jl
be an attack node for l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m, and assume that the
attack time of each attack node jl is equal to 25	 l and the
associate attack tejlðtÞ satisfies

tejlðtÞ ¼ cjtjlðtÞ; (24)

where cj ¼ maxi2N j
âisjiðkÞ þ 0:05u and u is a random number

selected in ½0; 1�. The profiles of the logical clock skews of safe
nodes over iterations of SMTS are shown in Fig. 4a. It is
observed that all safe nodes’ logical clock skews converge under
SMTS in less than 100 iterations initially, and re-converge in
less than 100 iterations after attack. Then, the profiles of the
associate maximum difference of the logical clocks for each
node is shown in Fig. 4b. Comparing Fig. 4a with Fig. 4b, it is
observed that both of them converge at the same time, which

implies that the compensation of clock skew and offset are fin-
ished at the same time. For comparison, in Fig. 5, we also show
the performance of SMTS under five malicious nodes which
launch their attacks at the same time, e.g., iteration 50. It can be
observed that divided attacks, e.g., Fig. 5, degrade the SMTS
more seriously than the attacks launching at the same time,
which also supports the results of Theorem 4.7.

Then, for the random graph defined above which has
100 safe nodes, let the number of attack nodes m change
from 0 to 20, and assume the attack time of each attack
node jl (l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m) is equal to 25	 l and the associ-
ate tejlðtÞ satisfies (24). The relation between the conver-
gence time of SMTS and the number of attack nodes is
given in Fig. 6. It is observed that if attackers launch
their attacks as described in (24), the convergence time
of SMTS is approximately linearly correlated with the
number of attack nodes, m.

5.2 When Noises Are Considered

In this section, we study the performance of SMTS under
attack with different noises in the random graph defined in

Fig. 3. The performance of SMTS under attacks (23).
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the above, including 100 safe nodes and 5 attack nodes.
Consider the same noise model as (16) given in Example 4.3
and the following attack strategies:

tejlðtÞ ¼ cjðtÞtjlðtÞ þ ajlujlðtÞ; (25)

where cj is the same as in (24) and ujlðtÞ is a random number
selected from ½�12"; 12"�. Clearly, attack strategy (25) is more
general than (24). In the following simulations, set
"1 ¼ "2 ¼ "3 ¼ 6" for SMTS, which can guarantee that each
safe node will not be isolated by other safe nodes. Let each
attacker begins its attack at t ¼ 100 with (25). The information
of attackers are creditable only when ujlðtÞ is bounded by 6".
The performance of SMTS under different " setting is shown
as in Fig. 7. Clearly, SMTS can still converge under different
noise bound setting (where the values between iterations 100
and 120 are less than 0:02) while the synchronization accuracy
deceases with the noise bound, and the perfect synchronization
can be achieved only when there is no noise, i.e., when " ¼ 0.

Fig. 5. The performance of SMTS when five attack nodes launch attacks
at the same time.

Fig. 4. The performance of SMTS under attacks (24).

Fig. 6. The relation between the convergence time of SMTS and the
number of attack nodes.

Fig. 7. The performance of SMTS under attacks (25) with different
noises bound setting.
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Fig. 8 compares the performance of SMTS and ATSP (a dis-
tributed secure protocol proposed in [14]) under attacks (25)
with setting " ¼ 10�3 for SMTS and the minimum error
threshold emin ¼ 10�3 for ATSP, and the other parameters of
ATSP are the same as the setting in [14]. It is observed that
SMTS provides much faster convergence speed and better syn-
chronization accuracy in this scenario.

6 RELATED WORKS

In the literature, different efforts have been devoted to pro-
viding secure time synchronization services for WSN [13],
where most of them focus on enhancing existing protocols
by using authentication and fault detection mechanisms.

Du et al. achieve time synchronization by introducing
high power nodes to form hierarchical topologies [17].
However, they use very simple clock model without consid-
ering skew errors. By checking if the end-to-end delays
exceed some prescribed threshold, Ganeriwal et al. propose
a protocol suite to secure both pairwise and group-wise syn-
chronization [19]. Sun et al. establish a level hierarchy and
allow synchronized node diffuse its clock to the network to
achieve network-wide synchronization [18]. Chiang et al. in
[24] present secure time synchronization protocol for WSNs
under a man-in-the-middle attack, where the attacker could
prevent the proper operation of the clock synchronization
protocol. Rahman et al. propose a protocol in [16], which
uses pairing and identity-based cryptography to secure the
time synchronization to reduce the communication and
storage requirements of each node. Huang et al. propose
several techniques to reinforce the structure of FTSP to
defend against attacks from malicious nodes [15]. However,
most of these protocols rely on some reference clocks, which
are vulnerable to intelligent attacks.

Hu et al. propose a distributed and secure synchroni-
zation protocol ATSP that can tolerate attacks of node
compromising, packet faking and delaying [14]. They
point out that these three attacks are equivalent to falsi-
fying the time-stamps of the clock packets. ATSP is able
to accurately detect attacks and iteratively achieve syn-
chronization across the network in a fully distributed
manner. Nevertheless, the clock skew errors are not

compensated. Moreover, ATSP only promises bounded
ultimate synchronization error.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper investigates time synchronization under cyber
physical attacks in WSNs. The theoretical analysis and sim-
ulation results are given to show that the existing maximum
consensus based time synchronization protocol is invalid
under message manipulation attacks defined in this paper.
A novel secured maximum consensus based time synchro-
nization protocol is proposed to defend against message
manipulation attacks. Specifically, in SMTS, by carefully
designing the hardware clock and logical clock checking
processes, it will be able to detect and invalidate the poten-
tial message manipulation attacks. Meanwhile, the maxi-
mum consensus based logical clock updating process
guarantees the fast convergence and compensates clock
skew and offset simultaneously. Extensive simulations
demonstrate the effectiveness of SMTS. Future directions
include handle more attack strategies of attack sensor nodes
and experimental validation of the results.
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